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Women with a ruminative style—a tendency to focus repetitively on the meaning,
causes, and consequences of their distress—were hypothesized to delay seeking a
diagnosis from a healthcare professional for a potentially dangerous breast symp-
tom relative to women without a ruminative style. In Study 1, 147 female
“ruminators” and “non–ruminators” read a vignette in which they imagined they
had just discovered a change in their breast, completed measures of affect, and re-
ported their intentions to seek care for this breast symptom. Ruminators were signif-
icantly less likely to intend to call the doctor immediately after finding an imaginary
breast lump than were non–ruminators. In Study 2, 70 women breast cancer survi-
vors recalled the dates related to their symptom finding and their affective re-
sponses to symptom finding. Ruminators delayed the presentation of their breast
cancer symptoms to a healthcare professional 39 days longer than did
non–ruminators. Furthermore, in both studies, the effects of ruminative style on de-
lay appeared to be moderated in part by the experience of positive mood at the time
of symptom discovery. The results of these two studies have significant applied im-
plications, suggesting that ruminative response styles play a role in the delay of
presentation of health symptoms.
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Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in the United
States, after skin cancer, and one of the leading causes of cancer death
among American women (National Cancer Institute, 2003). Although
breast cancer death rates have decreased over the years, the incidence of
breast cancer has increased from 1 in 20 women in 1960 to 1 in 8 women
today (National Breast Cancer Foundation, 2004). Many studies have
shown that the earlier a woman seeks help after discovering a breast
symptom, the less advanced her symptoms will be (Levy, 1983; Neave,
Mason, & Kay, 1990; Richardson, Langholz, Bernstein, Burciaga,
Danley, & Ross, 1992; Wilkinson et al., 1979), and thus the higher likeli-
hood of her survival (Funch, 1984; Levy, 1983; Richards, Smith, Ramirez,
Fentiman, & Rubens, 1999; Rossi et al., 1990; Wilkinson et al., 1979). Yet,
it has been estimated that approximately one–third of women with con-
firmed breast cancer originally delayed seeking a diagnosis for at least
three months or longer after finding their first symptom (Facione,
Miaskowski, Dodd, & Paul, 2002). Given that 65 to 85% of breast cancer
cases appear to be initiated with a self–discovered lump (Facione, 1993),
delay is an important psychological factor to examine with respect to
breast cancer because of its link to decreased survival (Elwood &
Moorehead, 1980; Funch, 1984; Machiavelli et al., 1989; for a review, see
Facione, 1993). Consequently, the last two decades of cancer research
have witnessed increased interest in what factors influence delay, usu-
ally operationalizing delay as the period between the first discovery of a
breast symptom and the presentation of the symptom to a healthcare
professional.

EMOTIONAL RESPONSES AND DELAY

A growing body of research is showing that emotional responses related
to the discovery of symptoms (e.g., such as those that occur during
breast self–examinations) are associated with delay of diagnosis seeking
(Ajekigbe, 1991; MacFarlane & Sony, 1992; Mor, Guadagnoli, & Wool,
1987). In her review of the research literature, Facione (1993) discussed a
variety of emotional responses related to symptom finding and pre-
sented a list of the different fears women tend to experience after the dis-
covery of their symptoms, such as fear of death, fear of doctors and
hospitals, fear of embarrassment, fear of disfigurement, and fear of che-
motherapy. In one study, the experience of some of these fears—in par-
ticular, fear of dying, fear of breast loss, and fear of cancer itself—were
associated with delay (Magarey, Todd, & Blizard, 1977; see also De
Nooijer, Lechner, & De Vries, 2001; Grunfeld, Hunter, Ramirez, & Rich-
ards, 2003). This finding suggests that intense negative emotions may
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prevent women from taking appropriate action in regard to their breast
symptoms. Little is known about the role of positive emotions, however.

Although such studies have significantly advanced our knowledge of
the role of emotional factors in delay, research on delay in general has
suffered a lack of theoretical direction and theoretical application. The
few exceptions to this trend are theoretical models of illness behavior
that contribute to our understanding of the cognition of “delayers”
(Andersen & Cacioppo, 1990, 1995; Leventhal, 1970; Leventhal &
Diefenbach, 1991). Even these models, however, do not directly address
the mechanisms underlying delay or consider possible individual dif-
ferences in delay. The studies described here aim to expand this research
by drawing on a social cognitive theory that delineates differences in in-
dividual styles of responding to negative emotions—that is, ruminative
response styles theory (Lyubomirsky & Tkach, 2004; Nolen–Hoeksema,
1991). This theory is proposed to elucidate why women delay, as well as
to provide a cognitive perspective to the understanding of delay
processes.

RUMINATIVE RESPONSE STYLES THEORY

A ruminative response style involves a tendency to focus repetitively on
the meanings, causes, and consequences of one’s distress
(Nolen–Hoeksema, 1991, 2003). Self–focused rumination in the presence
of a negative or depressed mood has been posited to lead to vicious cy-
cles between mood, thinking, and problem solving, and, as a result, to
further enhance distress (Nolen–Hoeksema, 1991; see Lyubomirsky &
Tkach, 2004, for a review). Ruminative response styles may exacerbate
and prolong distress, first, by fostering negatively biased thinking—that
is, by triggering negative memories (Lyubomirsky, Caldwell, &
Nolen–Hoeksema, 1998), negative self–evaluations (Lyubomirsky,
Tucker, Caldwell, & Berg, 1999), and pessimistic inferences, attribu-
tions, and predictions (Lyubomirsky & Nolen–Hoeksema, 1995). Sec-
ond, ruminative responses may interfere with instrumental behaviors
and attention—for example, by impairing concentration on academic
tasks (Lyubomirsky, Kasri, & Zehm, 2003) and reducing confidence and
commitment to one’s own plans to resolve a novel problem (Ward,
Lyubomirsky, Sousa, & Nolen–Hoeksema, 2003). Third, because of
these adverse effects on thinking and concentration, ruminative re-
sponse styles may interfere with more complex and interpersonal prob-
lem solving (Lyubomirsky et al . , 1999; Lyubomirsky &
Nolen–Hoeksema, 1995). Finally, recent studies have suggested that
ruminators have motivational deficits, which may inhibit them from
taking proper action to solve their problems (Lyubomirsky et al., 1999)
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or to lift their moods (Lyubomirsky & Nolen–Hoeksema, 1993; see also
Irving, Snyder, & Crowson, 1998; Salovey & Birnbaum, 1989).

Finally, previous research has shown that women have greater ten-
dencies to ruminate than do men (Butler & Nolen–Hoeksema, 1994).
Thus, women faced with a troubling symptom may be relatively more
likely to ruminate and, as a result, to experience a host of cognitive and
affective outcomes, leading them to delay obtaining a diagnosis for their
symptoms. For example, one study showed that, among patients with
cancer of the rectum, women were more likely than men to delay seek-
ing care (Marshall & Funch, 1986). These findings enhance the relevance
of research on rumination to the delay of self–detected breast symptoms
in women.

RUMINATIVE RESPONSE STYLES THEORY AND DELAY OF
PRESENTATION OF BREAST CANCER SYMPTOMS

The results of research investigating the effects of self–focused rumina-
tion may be applied to illuminate and advance our understanding of the
phenomenon of delay in help seeking for potentially dangerous health
symptoms. Previous work has shown that when a ruminative style is
combined with high negative affect and low positive affect, a vicious cy-
cle emerges between mood, thinking, motivation, concentration, and
problem solving (Lyubomirsky & Tkach, 2004). This hypothesized
process is depicted in Figure 1.

For example, as noted above, studies have shown that ruminative re-
sponses to bad moods encourage negatively biased thinking. Thus, after
discovering a breast symptom, a woman may misinterpret it as punish-
ment (e.g., “God gave me this for my sins”) and/or make pessimistic
self–attributions (e.g., “I deserve it”). Because ruminative responses spe-
cifically promote negatively biased thoughts about the self, a woman
with a distorted interpretation of her symptom as God’s punishment
may “confirm” it for herself by recalling negative memories (e.g., “I have
always gotten a raw deal in life, even as a child”) and by making nega-
tive self–evaluations (“I am unattractive”). This, in turn, may lead a
symptomatic individual to feel little control over her life and to make
gloomy predictions about her future. Consequently, she may feel pessi-
mistic and helpless (e.g., “It’ll be malignant, so why bother?”), thereby
amplifying her distress and ultimately preventing her from finding
effective solutions to her problems (i.e., calling a doctor).

A woman’s negatively biased thoughts may, in turn, interfere with
concentration. For example, a ruminator may believe that it would be fu-
tile to call a healthcare professional about the breast symptom, and, due
to her inability to concentrate, may need more time to make a decision
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about what step to take next. Previous research has indicated that
ruminators need relatively more time to implement plans to solve a
problem (Ward et al., 2003) and may require an excessive amount of in-
formation before taking action (Davey, 1994; Tallis, Eysenck, &
Mathews, 1991).

Furthermore, studies have suggested that rumination in the context of
a dysphoric mood leads people to show reduced motivation and com-
mitment to carry out perfectly good solutions to their problems. Rumi-
nation maintains one’s focus on one’s distress, which may persuade in-
dividuals who are feeling sad or anxious that they lack the efficacy and
wherewithal to take action, despite their recognition that such action is
vital. Thus, after finding a breast lump, a woman may know what to do
next, but may lack the energy to do so (e.g., “I can’t bring myself to do it”
or “I really don’t feel like seeing anybody right now”), or may believe
that she lacks the requisite ability or skill (e.g., “I don’t even know where
to start”).

In sum, a ruminator who self–detects a breast lump may experience
high negative affect and low positive affect, which is likely to trigger a
vicious cycle involving a number of cognitive and motivational deficits.
These deficits and the ruminator’s distress will be self–reinforcing, ulti-
mately promoting delay. In contrast, a non–ruminator—even when sad
or anxious upon discovering a breast symptom—will not experience
such a vicious cycle and thus will be relatively less likely to delay seek-
ing help. Likewise, a ruminator who is not experiencing distress is also
expected to be relatively less likely to show delayed symptom
presentation.

CURRENT STUDIES

The purpose of the current research was to investigate whether self–fo-
cused rumination in the presence of negative affect leads to delay of
health symptom presentation to healthcare professionals. Hence, two
studies were designed to examine whether women with a ruminative
style would wait longer to seek a diagnosis from a healthcare profes-
sional for a breast symptom than women without such a style. However,
the anticipated cognitive and motivational deficits accompanying delay
were beyond the scope of this research and were not measured.

In Study 1, female participants were asked to imagine that they had
found a tiny breast lump that morning as they were taking their shower
and were then asked to rate the likelihood that they would call the doctor
immediately. Our hypothesis was that participants inclined to use a ru-
minative response style would be more likely to intend to delay (i.e., not
call a doctor immediately) the presentation of their breast symptom than
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participants who do not tend to use such a style. We also expected indi-
viduals with the highest scores on the Ruminative Responses scale to
delay the most.

In Study 2, we sought to increase the external validity of Study 1 by as-
sessing actual breast cancer survivors’ delay of presentation of their ini-
tial self–discovered breast symptoms to the healthcare system. In this
study, members of breast cancer support groups were asked to recall the
date that they first self–discovered their initial breast symptom(s) and
the date that they first contacted a health professional about it. We hy-
pothesized that breast cancer survivors with a greater ruminative re-
sponse style would be relatively more likely to report that they had con-
tacted a health professional about their breast symptom(s) at a later date.
Again, as in Study 1, “extreme” ruminators were expected to delay the
longest.

Finally, for both studies, we hypothesized that the relation between
ruminative style and delay would be moderated by participants’ affec-
tive responses at the time of symptom discovery. That is, differences be-
tween “ruminators” and “non–ruminators” were expected to be more
pronounced when the discovery of a potential breast cancer symptom
produces especially low positive affect and high negative affect.

STUDY 1

METHOD

Overview
Female ruminators and non–ruminators read a vignette in which they
imagined they had just discovered a change in their breast. Participants
then reported their intentions to seek a diagnosis for their imaginary
breast symptom. Levels of positive affect, negative affect, and fear were
assessed before and after the presentation of the vignette.

Participants
Two groups of women—university students aged 18 to 27 (M = 19.4) and
university staff aged 36 to 61 (M = 47.7)—participated in this study. Sev-
enty–four undergraduate women enrolled in Introductory Psychology
at a state university were recruited based on their scores for ruminative
responses style, assessed in a mass–distributed questionnaire earlier in
the academic quarter. Forty–one percent were Asian, 23% Caucasian,
19% Latino(a), 8% African American, and 9% “other.” Additionally, 73
female staff at the same university (78% Caucasian, 7% Latino(a), 5% Af-
rican American, and 10% “other”) were recruited by electronic mail. A
brief description of the study was e–mailed to all staff members, in
which they were given the opportunity to have $10 donated in their
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name to a breast cancer organization of their choice if they participated.
The inclusion of older women in our sample allowed us to increase ex-
ternal validity by examining the responses of a group of women (i.e.,
those over 35 years of age) with relatively high risk of breast cancer
(Keinan, Carmil, & Rieck, 1991–1992; National Breast Cancer Founda-
tion, 2004) and high risk of delay (Ramirez, Westcombe, Burgess, Sutton,
Littlejohns, & Richards, 1999), as well as those with relatively low breast
cancer and delay risk (undergraduates). Similar age group distinctions
have been used in studies of delay and breast cancer screening (e.g.,
Strax, 1976; Timko, 1987).

During the earlier questionnaire session, all participants completed
the Response Style Questionnaire, which includes four scales—Rumina-
tive Responses, Distracting Responses, Problem–Solving, and Sensa-
tion–Seeking. Only the Ruminative Responses subscale (RRS; e.g.,
Nolen–Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991; Nolen–Hoeksema, Parker, &
Larson, 1994; Ward et al., 2003) was of interest in this study. RRS scores
have been related to consistent ruminative responses to daily moods in
diary studies (e.g., Nolen–Hoeksema, Morrow, & Fredrickson, 1993; for
further validity and reliability information, see Bagby & Parker, 2001;
Just & Alloy, 1997). The RRS comprises 23 items describing chronic re-
sponses to negative mood that are focused on the self (e.g., “think about
how alone you feel”), on symptoms (e.g., “think about your feelings of
fatigue and achiness”), or on the possible consequences and causes of
one’s mood (e.g., “think about a recent situation, wishing it had gone
better”). Participants were asked to rate how frequently they engaged in
each of the relevant behaviors on 4–point Likert–type scales (1 = almost
never, 4 = almost always). All 23 items were combined and averaged to
provide a single index for ruminative response style (Cronbach’s α =
.87), and those scoring in the upper quartile (“ruminators”) and lower
quartile (“non–ruminators”) of our sample were recruited for this study.

In addition, following the procedure of previous rumination studies,
all respondents were asked to complete the Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI; Beck, 1967), and those whose scores were 16 and above were ex-
cluded from this study to ensure that mildly to moderately depressed
participants were not part of our sample.

Materials and Procedure
A female experimenter administered all the materials for the study. Both
the students and the staff participated individually. Each session was di-
vided into four parts, each of which consisted of one packet of question-
naires. The experimenter remained in the laboratory only to give
participants instructions, collect materials, and answer questions. A
light bulb apparatus was used to allow participants to signal the experi-
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menter after completing each packet of materials. Instead of walking out
of the room to call the experimenter, participants simply flicked a nearby
switch, which was connected to a light bulb in the hallway. This proce-
dure ensured that participants focused on the task at hand and were not
influenced by outside distractions.

Affect. After reading and signing a consent form, participants com-
pleted the first packet of materials, which included a mood question-
naire—the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson,
Clark, & Tellegen, 1988)—with 10 items measuring positive affect (PA;
e.g., excited, enthusiastic) and 10 items measuring negative affect (NA;
e.g., distressed, upset) on 5–point Likert–type scales. The two sets of 10
items were combined to provide two single indices of PA (α = .84) and
NA (α = .84), respectively.

Next, respondents were asked to rate on 7–point rating scales (1= not at
all, 7 = very much) the extent to which they were experiencing various
fears “at this very moment.” This “fear cascade” questionnaire was de-
rived from a list originally proposed by Facione (1993) and consisted of
22 fears that had been related to breast cancer in previous studies (e.g.,
fear of ridicule, fear of loss of femininity, fear of loss of control, and fear
of chemotherapy). These 22 cancer–related fears were combined to pro-
vide one single index for cancer–related fears (α = .96). In addition, 10
fears that were unrelated to cancer were included as fillers (e.g., fear of
flying and fear of water). Finally, several filler questionnaires, which
probed participants about different aspects of their health and lifestyle,
were included to disguise the purpose of the study.

Breast lump vignette. Next, participants were presented with the fol-
lowing vignette, which they were asked to read and imagine experienc-
ing themselves. This vignette was a modified version of one used by
Timko (1987). She found that women’s intentions regarding breast
symptom help–seeking behavior after reading a similar vignette
matched their previous health–seeking behaviors, such as visiting a doc-
tor immediately after a physical symptom is noticed. In our modified vi-
gnette, the terms “class”/”school” and “work” were inserted for
student and staff participants, respectively.

One morning, after the alarm goes off, you wake up and realize that you
have to go to class (work). You take a shower before getting dressed to
leave for school (work). As you are showering, you start washing your
hair first and then soap your body. At this point you happen to feel a
hard, tiny thickening on the edge of your left nipple. The bump is quite
small, smaller than the size of a pea. You aren’t sure there is anything
unusual about the spot. You check the other breast and it looks fine. You
quickly check the rest of your body and again everything seems fine.
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Aside from this change, you haven’t noticed anything about your phys-
ical condition that is different from normal. You get out of the shower
and think about what you should do. The thickening is tiny and you are
feeling as well as you usually do.

Post–Vignette Questionnaire. Participants then completed the PANAS
(α = .84 for PA and α = .91 for NA) and the fear questionnaire (α = .97) a
second time, allowing us to measure post–vignette changes in affect and
fear.

Intentions to seek a diagnosis. Participants were then asked to complete
three items assessing their intentions to seek a diagnosis and their evalu-
ation of the breast symptom as described in the vignette. The first item,
which was the key dependent variable, asked respondents to rate the
likelihood that they would decide to immediately call the doctor (1 = un-
likely, 7 = likely). The second and third items, which were critical in deter-
mining how seriously participants treated the hypothetical scenario,
asked them to rate the probability that the lump in “their” breast was a
symptom of breast cancer (1 = unlikely, 7 = likely) and whether it repre-
sented a life–threatening condition (1 = not life–threatening, 7 =
life–threatening).

At the end of the session, participants were thoroughly debriefed. The
entire study lasted approximately one hour.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview of Statistical Analyses
We hypothesized that ruminators (n = 74) would delay longer in their in-
tentions to seek a diagnosis from a healthcare professional than would
non–ruminators (n = 73). Our primary analyses were t–tests comparing
ruminators and non–ruminators on the critical dependent measure (i.e.,
intention to delay), as well as on three emotion–related variables previ-
ously related to delay—namely, negative affect, positive affect, and can-
cer–related fears. In addition, Pearson correlations were reported
between each of these dependent variables and participants’ scores on
the RRS. Finally, we conducted regression and contrast analyses testing
for the moderating role of affect.

Preliminary Analyses
Because two risk groups (young women and women over 35) were used
in this study, 2 (high risk vs. low risk) × 2 (ruminators vs.
non–ruminators) analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were initially con-
ducted to determine whether there were any significant interactions be-
tween risk group and ruminative style for any of our dependent
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variables. Only one significant interaction was found: Analyses re-
vealed a Risk Group × Ruminative Status interaction for the index of
fears at the beginning of the study, F(1, 131) = 6.63, p = .01, r(effect size) =
.22, such that the difference in baseline fears between ruminators and
non–ruminators was greater among the low–risk group than the
high–risk group. In hindsight, this seemingly contradictory result is not
surprising, as younger, primarily unmarried women—even though at
lower risk for breast cancer—would be expected to be more self–con-
scious about their physical appearance than older women. Indeed,
many of the fears in the fear index related to changes in physical appear-
ance resulting from breast cancer, such as fear of losing a breast, fear of
chemotherapy and radiation therapy (i.e., loss of hair), fear of surgeries,
and fear of loss of femininity. These changes in physical appearance may
be threatening to the prospect of finding a mate and creating a family.
Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that younger ruminators would worry
more about these concerns than older ruminators.

Because the fear index was not our primary outcome variable and was
the only variable that yielded a significant interaction between group
status and risk status, the two risk groups (younger women and older
women) were collapsed for all subsequent analyses.

Baseline Measures
Baseline Affect. Results showed that, although ruminators and

non–ruminators did not differ in their overall PA at the beginning of the
study (Ms = 3.01 vs. 3.02; t < 1, ns), ruminators reported significantly
higher overall NA (M’s = 1.41 vs. 1.20), t(98) = 2.78, p = .01, r = 0.27. These
results are consistent with previous research, which has shown a link be-
tween rumination and negative affect, as well as negative thinking (see
Lyubomirsky & Tkach, 2004, for a review).

Baseline fear. Ruminators reported having significantly more fears re-
lated to breast cancer (Ms = 2.98 vs. 2.41), t(122) = 2.38, p = .02, r = 0.21,
than did non–ruminators. Specifically, ruminators reported being rela-
tively more afraid of unmanageable expenses, entering a dependent
role, being dehumanized, isolation, and cancer. Again, these results are
consistent with previous findings linking rumination with negative af-
fect (see Lyubomirsky & Tkach, 2004, for a review). Thus, our finding
that ruminators are experiencing relatively high levels of different types
of negative affect are not surprising.

Post–Vignette Changes in Affect and Fear
Changes in Affect. After reading the vignette, ruminators and

non–ruminators did not significantly differ either in their changes in NA
or PA (both t’s < 1, ns). In hindsight, this finding is not surprising, as the
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initial reactions to the discovery of a hypothetical breast cancer symptom
would be expected to reflect an increase in negative affect and a decrease
in positive affect for many women, apart from ruminative status. Thus, re-
gardless of ruminative style, participants on average showed significant
decreases in PA (M = –0.22, SD = 0.53), t(146) = 5.05, p < .001, r = .39, and
significant increases in NA (M = 0.55, SD = 0.81), t(145) = 8.20, p < .001, r =
.56. These substantial changes in affect are important, as previous re-
search suggests that the combination of ruminative response tendencies
and negative emotions (or the lack of positive emotions) may trigger
ruminators to engage in maladaptive behaviors—namely, to delay.

Changes in Fear. Ruminators and non–ruminators also did not differ
in the changes they showed in their fears related to breast cancer from
before to after reading the vignette (t < 1). Again, these results are not un-
expected, as participants’ initial reactions to the breast lump story would
be expected to be similar regardless of their ruminative status. Thus,
again, as expected, both ruminators and non–ruminators showed, on
average, significant increases in fears related to breast cancer (M = 0.25,
SD = 0.81), t(130) = 4.15, p < .001, r = .34.

Judgments of Vignette
Ruminators and non–ruminators did not significantly differ in their rat-
ings of whether the imagined lump represented a life–threatening con-
dition (t < 1.3), but they did differ in their judgments of whether the lump
was a symptom of breast cancer (Ms = 4.93 vs. 4.35), t(142) = –2.24, p < .03,
r = .18.

Delay in Seeking a Diagnosis
Delay and Ruminative Status. After imagining that they have just dis-

covered a breast lump, ruminators were expected to be more likely to de-
lay in their intentions to seek a diagnosis from a healthcare professional
than non–ruminators. Because ruminators and non–ruminators were
found to differ significantly in whether they thought that the imagined
breast lump was cancerous, and because of the imaginary nature of our
design, it was necessary to control for this variable. Indeed, previous
studies have shown that the failure to attribute a particular symptom to
breast cancer plays a significant role in delayed symptom reporting (see
Ramirez et al., 1999, for a review). Thus, this variable was used as a
covariate in subsequent analyses. However, omission of the covariate
yielded comparable significance levels and effect sizes.

Supporting our primary hypothesis, ruminators were indeed more
likely to intend to delay—that is, to report being less likely to call a doc-
tor immediately—than non–ruminators (M’s = 4.55 vs. 5.50), F(1, 142) =
8.28, p < .01, r = 0.23 (see the top left panel of Figure 2). Notably, this
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group difference remained significant after controlling for baseline NA
and baseline cancer fears, the two prevignette variables in which
ruminators and non–ruminators were found to differ.

Confirming expectations, a visual inspection of the correlation be-
tween ruminative style (i.e., RRS scores) and likelihood of delay sug-
gested a non–linear relationship. Thus, to investigate further the relation
between ruminative tendencies and delay, we divided our primary in-
dependent variable into four quartiles. Supporting our prediction,
planned contrast analyses revealed that extreme ruminators were sig-
nificantly more likely to delay than the three other groups, F(1, 140) =
4.84, p < .01, r = .18 (see Figure 2, top right panel). These results corrobo-
rate previous research, which has found that ruminators are relatively
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FIGURE 2.  Top (Study 1): Mean ratings of intentions to immediately call the doctor of
non-ruminators and ruminators (left panel) and of the four quartiles (right panel).  Bot-

tom (Study 2): Number of days between initial symptom detection and first contact with
healthcare professional of non-ruminators and ruminators (left panel) and of the four

quartiles (right panel).



less confident, less satisfied, less committed, and need more time to
implement their own plans to resolve a problem (Ward et al., 2003).

Delay and Affect. Interestingly, regardless of ruminative status, partic-
ipants who were less likely to intend to delay were the ones who re-
ported less NA at the beginning of the study (r = –0.17, p < .05), and the
highest increases in PA from before to after reading the vignette (r = 0.17,
p < .05). These findings are not surprising, as past research has found that
individuals suffering from a minor illness are more likely to report feel-
ing capable of successfully carrying out illness–preventing and ill-
ness–alleviating behaviors if they are induced into a happy, rather than
an unhappy, mood (Salovey & Birnbaum, 1989). Similarly, those in our
study who were in a relatively happy mood were less likely to
delay—that is, more likely to take care of their health.

Moderation Analyses. Next, we investigated whether post–vignette
changes in PA, NA, and cancer–related fears moderated the relationship
between ruminative status and delay. Following procedures described
in Baron and Kenny (1986), we conducted a set of regression analyses,
predicting delay from (1) ruminative style, (2) changes in affect, and (3)
the cross–product term between (centered) rumination scores and affect
change scores.

The top of Table 1 displays the results of these analyses for changes in
PA as the moderator variable. Although ruminative style and changes in
PA each predicted intentions to delay, the interaction between these two
variables was not significant. However, given our explicit interest in the
moderating effects of affect, we examined the effects of ruminative style
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TABLE 1. Summary of Regression Analyses for Variables Predicting Delay in Study 1
(N = 147) and Study 2 (N = 70)

Predictor Variable t F Total R2 R2

Study 1

Ruminative Style –0.72 –2.16* 4.66* .03

Positive Affect 0.58 1.75# 4.78** .06 .03*

Ruminative Style × Positive Affect 0.62 1.06 3.57* .07 .01

Study 2

Ruminative Style 60.75 3.24** 8.47** .11

Positive Affect –23.86 –2.76** 8.05*** .20 .09*

Ruminative Style × Positive Affect –40.41 –2.00* 6.95*** .25 .05*

Note. In Study 1, affect was indicated by changes in positive affect from before to after reading the symp-
tom vignette. In Study 2, affect was indicated by retrospective positive affect at the time of symptom dis-
covery. #p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.



on delay at the two key levels of PA change—high and low—generally
corresponding to increases in PA (M = 0.21) vs. decreases in PA (M =
-0.62). To this end, planned comparisons revealed a significant effect of
ruminative style on delay under conditions of decreased PA (Ms = 4.30
vs. 5.30 for ruminators and non–ruminators, respectively), t(141) =
–2.07, p < .05, r = 0.17, but not under conditions of increased PA (Ms =
5.08 vs. 5.43), t < 1, ns. (See Stalder & Baron, 1998, for an identical ap-
proach.) This finding can be more clearly observed in the top panel of
Figure 3—that is, differences between ruminators and non–ruminators
are stronger when participants experienced general decreases in positive
moods after reading the symptom vignette than when participants expe-
rienced slight increases in positive moods in the same situation.

Interestingly, parallel analyses testing changes in NA and changes in
cancer–related fears as moderators indicated that neither of these vari-
ables significantly moderated the rumination–delay relationship. Thus,
positive emotions appear to play a more crucial role in the link between
ruminative style and intention to delay than do negative emotions.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of prior studies (e.g., Michie, Dormandy, French, & Marteau,
2004; Montano, & Taplin, 1991) indicate that intentional help–seeking or
health behaviors often match actual behaviors. Thus, although the primary
findings of this study—namely, those concerned with the relation between
ruminative status and delay—were obtained using a hypothetical symp-
tom discovery paradigm, they are nevertheless promising. However, the
natural next step was to investigate the health–seeking behavior of actual
breast cancer survivors. That is, would women with ruminative tendencies
who discover a real symptom of breast cancer be more likely to delay the
presentation of this symptom to a healthcare professional than women
without such tendencies? This question was addressed in Study 2.

STUDY 2

METHOD

Overview
Women survivors of breast cancer were recruited from cancer support
groups to complete instruments assessing their experiences with their
breast cancer symptom finding. Participants completed a measure of ru-
minative style, reported on their affective responses to symptom find-
ing, and recalled the dates related to their symptom finding.
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Participants and Procedure
In this study, 139 women members of breast cancer support groups, ages
ranging from 32 to 86 (M = 54.9), participated. The majority of this sam-
ple was recruited during support group meetings. With previous ap-
proval from group facilitators, one of two experimenters visited the
groups, gave a brief presentation about the study, and distributed a
questionnaire. Some of the women completed and returned the ques-
tionnaire immediately, while others were given stamped, addressed en-
velopes to send the completed questionnaires back to the experimenter,
at their own leisure. The remainder of the sample (31%) was recruited
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FIGURE 3.  Top (Study 1): Interaction effect between ruminative style and changes in
positive affect (PA), predicting intentions to immediately call the doctor.  Bottom (Study
2): Interaction effect between ruminative style and positive affect, predicting number of
days between initial symptom detection and first contact with healthcare professional.



from online breast cancer support groups. We e–mailed a description of
the study and asked interested online members to provide their mailing
addresses. These women were then sent a copy of the questionnaire,
along with a stamped, addressed envelope. Of the 200 women who were
either mailed or provided the questionnaire in person, 139 (69.5%)
completed and returned it. Thus, the response rate was excellent.

Fifty–seven percent of our participants held professional jobs, 28%
were retired, and 15% were homemakers; they had a mean of 2.6 chil-
dren. The participants’ ethnic distribution was as follows: 84% Euro-
pean American, 6% Native American, and 7% “other.” One percent had
finished some high school, 21% were high school graduates, 27% had
completed some college, 35% were college graduates, and 15% had
graduate or professional degrees.

Importantly, 50% of the sample—a total of 70 women—reported that
they had self–detected their symptom(s). When asked about the nature
of these initially discovered breast cancer symptoms, 38 of the 70
women indicated a breast lump or thickening, 4 indicated nipple
change or discharge, 1 indicated pain, 24 indicated multiple symp-
toms, and 3 indicated “other.” Thus, for the purposes of this study,
which was concerned with help–seeking behavior for self–detected
symptoms, data from only these 70 women were analyzed. Notably,
none of these women scored 16 or above on the BDI and thus did not
need to be excluded.

Participants were encouraged to contact the experimenter with any
questions regarding the study. They were remunerated for their time in
the form of a donation of $10 on their behalf to the National Cancer Insti-
tute or the breast cancer organization of their choice.

Measures
Affective Responses. After reading and signing the consent form, par-

ticipants completed the PANAS (Watson et al., 1988). As in the first
study, the two sets of 10 items were combined to provide two single indi-
ces of PA (α = .92) and NA (α = .77), respectively. In addition to using the
PANAS to rate their current affect at the time of completing the ques-
tionnaire, respondents also retrospectively rated their affect at the time
they first discovered their breast cancer symptom(s) (αs = .79 and .87 for
retrospective PA and retrospective NA, respectively). Due to time con-
straints, fears were not measured in this study.

Ruminative Style. Next, participants completed the RRS. As before, all
23 items were averaged to provide a single index for ruminative re-
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sponse style (α = .91). Participants were classified as either ruminators or
non–ruminators using a median split of their scores.1

Delay in Help Seeking. Participants then provided the dates of their
breast cancer symptom finding and subsequent care seeking. Specifi-
cally, they reported the date that they first noticed their breast cancer
symptom(s) and the date they first contacted their healthcare profes-
sional.2 The following instructions were also included to assist partici-
pants in remembering these events:

Sometimes it is difficult to remember a specific date and thinking of an
important date in your life around the time you first noticed your breast
symptom(s)—for example, your birthday or a family member’s birth-
day—may help.

Additionally, participants were provided with a calendar of the previ-
ous three years to help them select the correct dates. Delay was
operationalized as the number of days elapsed between participants’ re-
ported date of symptom detection and date of first contact with the
health care system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview of Statistical Analyses
In this study, we were concerned with how ruminators and
non–ruminators differed in their responses to the self–detection of their
breast cancer symptoms. Accordingly, as in Study 1, t–test and
correlational analyses were conducted to examine differences between
ruminators and non–ruminators’ scores on the primary outcome vari-
ables. Furthermore, once again, regression and contrast analyses were
conducted to test the moderating role of affect in the link between
rumination and delay.

Baseline Variables
Baseline Affect. As in Study 1, at the time of the study, ruminators re-

ported significantly higher overall NA than did non–ruminators (Ms =
1.89 vs. 1.49), t(58) = 2.22, p < .05, r = 0.27. Analyses also showed that
ruminators reported marginally lower baseline overall PA than did
non–ruminators (Ms = 3.23 vs. 3.61), t(65) = 1.70, p < .10, r = –0.20.

Affect at the Time of Symptom Discovery. Ruminators and non–rumi-
nators did not differ significantly in their retrospectively reported PA
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(Ms = 2.71 vs. 2.80) or NA (Ms = 2.63 vs. 2.67) at the time they discovered
their symptoms (both ts < 1). These results parallel those of Study 1,
which found no differences between ruminators and non–ruminators in
their immediate responses to the discovery of a (hypothetical) breast
symptom. Thus, this naturalistic study also indicates that initial reac-
tions to a breast symptom self–discovery would be expected to be rela-
tively negative for many women, regardless of their ruminative status.
Additionally, these results bolster the validity of participants’ affect rat-
ings, indicating that respondents were able to differentiate between how
they felt at the time of our study versus how they felt at the time of symp-
tom discovery. That is, ruminators and non–ruminators differed signifi-
cantly in their current affect (i.e., at the time of the study), but not in their
retrospective affect.

Delay in Seeking a Diagnosis
Supporting our primary hypothesis, ruminators delayed the presenta-
tion of their breast cancer symptoms significantly longer than did
non–ruminators (M = 52.5 [96.3] vs. 13.9 [22.8] days), t(40) = 2.36, p = .02,
r = 0.350—indeed, the group difference in delay was longer than a
month (see the bottom left panel of Figure 2).3 Notably, 25 (67%)
ruminators—versus 5 (16%) non–ruminators—delayed longer than a
month. Additionally, because our data for the “delay” variable showed
significant group differences in variances, t(36) = 1.91, p = .06, and, thus,
potentially violated the homogeneity of variance assumption, we con-
verted them using a square root transformation. The results of a t–test
comparing ruminators and non–ruminators were virtually identical
with the transformed data, t(54) = 2.33, p = .02, r = .30.

Furthermore, following the procedure of Study 1, to decompose this
finding further, the sample was subdivided into four quartiles for rumi-
native scores—that is, extreme ruminators, ruminators, non–ruminators,
and extreme non–ruminators. As in Study 1, extreme ruminators were
significantly more likely to delay than the three other groups, F(1, 64) =
7.70, p < .01, r = .33 (see the bottom right panel of Figure 2).

These results support our primary hypothesis that breast cancer survi-
vors who have ruminative tendencies would report having waited lon-
ger to present their self–discovered breast symptom to a health profes-
sional than would breast cancer survivors who do not have such a style.
Overall, 19% of our participants delayed three months or longer, a find-
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significantly related to delay nor to ruminative status.



ing consistent with previous studies (e.g., Facione et al., 2002). However,
our findings reveal that only “extreme” ruminators appear to be in-
clined to delay in response to self–detection of a breast symptom.

Delay and Affect. Similar to the results of Study 1, a negative correla-
tion was found between delay and PA at the time of symptom discovery
(r = –0.39, p < .001), suggesting that the more upbeat participants re-
ported feeling at the time of discovering their breast cancer symptoms,
the less likely they were to delay the presentation of their symptoms to a
healthcare professional. Again, this finding is not surprising, as previ-
ous research has found a link between induced positive mood and adap-
tive health behaviors (Salovey & Birnbaum, 1989).

Moderation Analyses. Again, following Baron and Kenny (1986), we
tested whether PA and NA at the time of breast symptom discovery
moderated the rumination–delay relationship.

The bottom portion of Table 1 shows the results of regression analyses
testing PA as the moderator variable. Importantly, ruminative style, PA,
and the interaction between ruminative style and PA all significantly
predicted the number of days between symptom discovery and symp-
tom presentation. Thus, the results indicate that the interaction between
ruminative style and PA at the time of symptom discovery accounts for a
significant amount of the variance in predicting delay, suggesting that
PA serves as a moderator of the rumination–delay relationship. Further
bolstering this finding, as in Study 1, the results of planned contrasts
showed the effect of ruminative style on delay to be significant when PA
during symptom discovery was low (Ms = 72.4 vs. 21.5 for ruminators
and non–ruminators, respectively—i.e., a difference of almost 51 days),
t(63) = 2.04, p < .05, r = 0.25, but failing to reach significance when PA was
high (Ms = 34.3 vs. 4.7—i.e., a difference of about 30 days), t < 1.2, ns. The
bottom panel of Figure 3 displays this finding graphically, demonstrat-
ing that differences between non–ruminators and ruminators were
more pronounced when participants recalled experiencing relatively
low PA when they first discovered their breast cancer symptom (M for
PA = 2.06 on a 5–point scale) than when they recalled experiencing
relatively high PA (M = 3.51 on a 5–point scale).

Paralleling the results of Study 1, moderation analyses indicated that
retrospective NA was not a significant moderator of the rumination–de-
lay relationship. Thus, again, we found that positive affect, but not nega-
tive affect, appears to play a key role in mitigating the harmful effects of
ruminative style on delay.

Meta–Analysis
A meta–analysis was conducted to combine and compare the results of
Study 1 and Study 2 regarding the primary dependent variable (delay)
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and determine whether the two sets of results were consistent with each
other. A comparison of both the p values (Z = –0.12, ns) and the effect
sizes (Z = 1.46, ns) revealed that the results of Studies 1 and 2 did not sig-
nificantly differ from one another. Additionally, and not surprisingly,
combining either the p values (Z = 2.79, p = .003) or the effect sizes (r =
0.25, p > .01) of our two studies led to results that were even more statisti-
cally significant than analyzing them separately.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that women with ruminative tendencies would be more
likely to delay the presentation of health symptoms than women with-
out such tendencies was supported in two different studies. In Study 1,
after being asked to imagine that they had found a breast symptom that
morning while taking their shower, ruminators were less likely to report
intending to call the doctor immediately than were non–ruminators. In
Study 2, breast cancer survivors with a ruminative response style re-
called waiting longer to present their initial self–discovered breast
symptom to a health professional than did survivors without such a
style. Indeed, 67% of respondents who delayed 30 days or more were
ruminators (versus 16% of non–ruminators). Notably, studies show that
delays of three months can impact breast cancer prognosis (Arndt,
Stürmer, Stegmaier, Ziegler, Dohm, & Brenner, 2002; Kothari &
Fentiman, 2003; Richards, Westcombe, Love, Littlejohns, & Ramirez,
1999). Thus, our findings from Study 1 corroborate our Study 1 results
and bolster our confidence in the external validity of both studies.

Furthermore, both studies found modest to strong evidence that affec-
tive responses to the discovery of a hypothetical symptom (Study 1) or a
real one (Study 2) moderate the relation between ruminative style and
delay. Interestingly, this evidence concerned positive emotions only.
That is, differences between ruminators and non–ruminators were
weaker when women were experiencing at least some PA at the time of
symptom discovery. In sum, our findings suggest that the experience of
PA may buffer the negative effects of ruminative style on delay, possibly
by short–circuiting the rumination likely to be triggered by the stressful
experience of symptom finding. Perhaps—even in a woman with rumi-
native tendencies—positive emotions “undo” the effects of negative
emotions (Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 1998;
Fredrickson et al., 2000) and help galvanize her to take action. Indeed,
the high arousal positive emotions assessed with the PANAS in our two
studies—e.g., feeling interested, strong, inspired, energetic—may be es-
pecially valuable during ambiguous but critical situations like the initial
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discovery of potential symptoms. Furthermore, PA can fuel optimism
and self–confidence, which may prompt women to minimize the threat-
ening aspects of such situations and, instead, focus on the steps they can
take to move forward. In sum, we do not yet understand why PA ap-
pears to play a more significant role in the rumination–delay relation-
ship than does NA. Future research is needed to replicate these findings
and advance our knowledge of the affective processes underlying delay.
To be sure, the intriguing suggestion that positive emotions may be as
much or more functional as negative emotions deserves further
attention (cf. Fredrickson, 2001; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).

Despite the somewhat unexpected results regarding PA, our findings
are consistent with the argument that it is an enhanced negative mood
(and reduced positive mood), coupled with an existing ruminative style,
that lead to deficits in implementation of instrumental action (Ward et
al., 2003)—that is, delay. Specifically, we speculate that the essential role
of PA consists of disrupting or limiting the damaging vicious cycle de-
picted in Figure 1. As mentioned earlier, prior work has suggested that,
when a ruminative style is combined with high negative affect and low
positive affect, a vicious cycle is activated between mood, thinking, mo-
tivation, concentration, and problem–solving (Lyubomirsky & Tkach,
2004). For example, while experiencing this vicious cycle, ruminators
who self–detect a breast symptom may exhibit negatively biased think-
ing (Lyubomirsky et al., 1998, 1999; Lyubomirsky & Nolen–Hoeksema,
1995; e.g., “It must be malignant” or “I look terrible”). These negatively
biased thoughts may, in turn, interfere with concentration
(Lyubomirsky et al, 2003; e.g., “I need more time to think of what to do”).
Furthermore, these processes are associated with poor problem solving
(e.g., failure to develop a plan for contacting a doctor immediately;
Lyubomirsky et al., 1999; Lyubomirsky & Nolen–Hoeksema, 1995) and
low motivation (e.g., “I don’t feel like talking to any doctor”;
Lyubomirsky et al., 1999; Lyubomirsky & Nolen–Hoeksema, 1993). Fi-
nally, all of these cognitive and motivational deficits may enhance dis-
tress, which, in turn, may promote further delay (see Figure 1). The fol-
lowing statement, made by a breast cancer survivor with a ruminative
style who delayed seeking treatment for her breast symptom, illustrates
in part this vicious cycle:

I was frightened. I knew it was cancer. It was going to change my life as
well as my family. I waited until after my son graduated from H.S., after
my daughter was done with showing horses, my oldest son got a job. I
wanted not to ruin their life.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE QUESTIONS

A notable limitation of the first study is that intentional diagnosis–seek-
ing behaviors do not necessarily equate with actual diagnosis–seeking
behaviors. However, we are encouraged by several previous findings.
First, participants’ self–reports of past health–seeking behaviors (e.g.,
consulting with a physician on a regular basis, going to the doctor right
away after noticing a physical symptom, and seeking physician care re-
gardless of health symptoms) have been found to match their intentional
health–seeking behaviors in a recent study from our laboratory (i.e.,
they were more likely to intend to call the doctor immediately; Kasri,
2001). Moreover, these findings support previous research, which has
provided evidence that intentional health behaviors correspond with
actual health behaviors (Godin & Kok, 1996). Second, because this con-
cern was critical, we addressed it by assessing breast cancer survivors’
actual health–seeking behaviors in a second study. The results of Study 2
corroborated the findings of Study 1; that is, in both studies, ruminators
were more likely to delay than were non–ruminators. However, future
research should determine whether members of breast cancer support
groups—the sample we used in Study 2—are representative of all
women with breast cancer, by using more diverse and generalizable
samples of cancer survivors.

Of course, due to the correlational nature of both studies, we cannot
rule out the possibility that delay behavior may magnify ruminative
tendencies, instead of the reverse. Indeed, the negative consequences
associated with delaying can certainly feed and encourage negatively
biased and repetitive thinking. However, experimental designs, which
could establish causality, are obviously not possible, as it would be un-
ethical to induce some people to delay presenting their symptoms, or to
induce some people to ruminate following symptom discovery. An al-
ternative approach for future researchers would be to manipulate ru-
minative tendencies and then assess people’s general inclinations to
delay.

A further concern was the two studies’ sole reliance on self–reports.
For example, the independent variable (response style to negative emo-
tions) and the dependent variables (affect, fears, delay) may have been
subject to shared sources of bias and/or confounding. Another potential
problem is that, because of social desirability concerns, our participants
might have minimized their self–reported delay (or intentions to delay)
so that they could feel good about themselves and not feel guilty. How-
ever, in both studies, respondents admitted to substantial amounts of
delay (or delay intentions), and the results indicated that ruminators
and non–ruminators significantly differed in their delay responses.
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Thus, participants appeared to have been reasonably truthful. Further-
more, we have no reason to expect ruminators and non–ruminators to
differ in their needs for social desirability. In sum, in spite of its limita-
tions, the use of self–report was the best method available to us. In future
studies, investigators could additionally ask respondents’ close rela-
tives and friends to assess their response styles and to confirm dates of
symptom detection and diagnosis seeking. Also, future researchers
could obtain records of doctor–patient contacts by contacting
respondents’ primary physicians.

Additionally, Study 2 relied on retrospective self–reports. That is, can-
cer survivors were asked to recall when they first self–discovered their
breast symptom(s), how they felt at the time, and when they first sought
diagnosis. Such reports are subject to retrospective memory biases, in-
cluding the effects of present–day mood, state of health, and prognosis.
However, in part to increase our confidence in the accuracy of partici-
pants’ recall of the relevant dates, we provided them with additional in-
structions aimed to boost their memories—namely, asking participants
to recall an important date, such as their own or a loved one’s birthday
around the time they first self–discovered their breast symptom(s). This
was done to ensure that respondents focused on the appropriate time
frame surrounding their breast symptom self–discovery and to increase
the likelihood of accuracy. Moreover, as previously mentioned, partici-
pants appeared to be capable of differentiating between how they felt
during the study and how they felt at the time of their self–detected
breast symptom. These findings are encouraging, as they suggest not
only that participants could accurately remember how they felt at the
time of their breast symptom discovery, but they also bolster our
confidence in the validity of all our data in this study.

To increase external validity even more, future investigations could
recruit women awaiting biopsies for a self–discovered breast lump. This
procedure could potentially catch women at the time that they are seek-
ing help, which would greatly reduce retrospective memory biases re-
garding the dates of symptom discovery and presentation to the health
care system. (Unfortunately, it is close to impossible to catch women at
the time of symptom discovery.) This design could also be used to inves-
tigate ruminators’ biased thinking, which was not explored in the stud-
ies reported here. For example, by collecting “thought samples,” re-
searchers could examine which negatively–biased thoughts ruminators
dwell on before seeking diagnosis. As mentioned earlier, it has been ar-
gued that ruminators become so overwhelmed with their repetitive,
negative thoughts, that they may have difficulty “registering” new in-
formation (Lyubomirsky et al., 2003), and therefore, may be unable to
concentrate and to take appropriate action for whatever problem they
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are facing (i.e., seek diagnosis). Such investigations would advance our
knowledge of the cognitive processes underlying the phenomenon of
delay.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The studies reported here expand previous research on delay by draw-
ing on the ruminative response style theory. Our findings warn us of the
dangers of self–focused rumination and provide clues to the underlying
processes—both affective (e.g., high negative affect and low positive af-
fect) and cognitive (e.g., thinking, problem solving, motivation, concen-
tration)—associated with delay. Additionally, this research advances
prior work on rumination by exploring the consequences of ruminative
styles in the domain of health.

Importantly, previous research has shown that when people are in-
duced to distract from their negative moods, they show more optimistic
inferences, attributions, and predictions, more positive self–evaluations
and memories, and increased perceptions of control and ability to solve
problems (see Lyubomirsky & Tkach, 2004, for a review). These findings
suggest that such techniques as cognitive–behavioral therapy may help
teach women with ruminative response styles to distract their attention
away from negative moods upon discovery of a potential breast cancer
symptom. Additionally, positive affect interventions (Lyubomirsky,
Sheldon, & Schkade, 2005) may help hold rumination in check, in part by
undoing the effects of negative emotions. In sum, although costly, these
types of techniques may alleviate negative moods and promote positive
moods. The improved affect, as a result, may prompt women
ruminators to think clearly of solutions to their problems (i.e., seek eval-
uation of their breast symptom from a doctor) and, even more impor-
tant, to act on these solutions. Thus, elements of cognitive–behavioral
therapy or related methods may be necessary to integrate into breast
self–examination media campaigns. Such campaigns could warn all
women—and especially those at risk for ruminating—of the different
negative affective reactions they might have when finding a breast can-
cer symptom and include messages to teach them skills to manage their
likely emotions in response to a “positive” result. In short, women
should be urged to contravene the ruminating process by seeking help
immediately after discovering a breast symptom.

Finally, and most important, our results are significant in light of re-
search findings that the longer a woman waits to seek a diagnosis after
discovering a breast symptom, the more advanced, and therefore the
more fatal, her cancer will be if her symptom is malignant (Funch, 1984;
Levy, 1983; Neave et al., 1990; Richards et al., 1999; Rossi et al., 1990;
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Wilkinson et al., 1979). Thus, by educating health care professionals, as
well as women at risk for rumination, of the potential dangers of a rumi-
native response style and possible ways to attenuate it, the number of fa-
talities related to breast cancer may be reduced.
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